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Hello There!

Well, HELLO there! 

If you're reading this then you must be wondering how you can add some umph

to your copy.  First let me ask you a question:

Do you know the difference bwetween copywriting and other forms of writing? 

With copywriting you are trying to get the reader to take action. To sign up for

your course, jump on your mailing list or buy that product that just landed in your

store. 

I firmly believe that copy writing is a skill that anyone can learn. It's practice and

patience. It's about  making mistakes and learning from them. There are many

forms of copywrting and content writing like SEO, direct response, educational

and sales copy for example but what if you just want to add some magic to your

online presence? 

Let's get started. 

Nadia 
P.S. Thank you so much for signing up and downloading this guide. I'm excited

to see what we can create together.

P.P.S I also keep an eye on copies and people who sell my free work so be a

decent human and pay attention to copyright. 
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If you thought this was a
piece of fluff guide to get your

email...you're wrong. 

Strap in, we are about to go
on a wild ride!
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Right Copy Right Place

Remember back when I mentioned the different types of copywriting? Well,

it's time you had an idea of what they are so that you can pop the right copy in

the right place because let's face it, no one likes an upsell of fries if we aren't

ordering a burger.

Oh, yes this is where we start to GET INTO IT!

Copywriting versus Content Writing. 

If you take away one thing from this guide, please let it be more than one thing

but the next sentence is important so pay attention: 

Copywriting is used to SELL whereas, content writing is used to INFORM. 

The thing is they both do well in the company of each other. 

Copyblogger, as always, said it best: 

  “Copywriting without content is a waste of good copy,” and “content

without copywriting is a waste of good content.”
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COPYWRITING

Advertisements

Sales Letters

Sales Emails

PPC

Landing Pages

Sales Funnels

Online Catalogues

CONTENT WRITING

Blog Posts

SEO

Technical Writing

Social Media Posts 

Emails

ebooks

White Papers

Here is a handy reference table for later:

Still with me? Fantastic. 

So if you are wondering which you should use and when then listen up.

Logically you want a blog that will help you rank on Google, and for that, you

need to provide informative, engaging content (content writing for the win).

Still, also you would like someone to take action during your post like click

an affiliate link or sign up to your newsletter (copywriting to the rescue).

Copywriting is your superpower to an action that you want your reader to

take. 

I bet you never saw yourself as an Avenger now did you? Knowing the

difference between copywriting and content writing already puts you ahead

of those that don't. Like any superpower, you need to know when to wield it

so it can do the most damage. 



Write First Edit Later

Great copywriting can be either short, attention-grabbing or subtle and wrings

on your emotions. I like to think that both have a sort of finesse to them that

benefits from er, how can I put this, oh right, 'the shitty first draft that no one

will ever see and if they do, you will have to kill them and bury their body in the

woods.

'See what I did there?

That sentence was long and overly complicated. You want your copy to be

short with no extra words. The shorter the sentence, the more urgency is

created so write your terrible first draft entirely from beginning to end and then

pop your editor’s hat on and go back and whip that bad boy into shape.

 Tip - if you want to get some practice in writing short, try your hand at some flash

fiction or join in the Twitter Hang Ten Stories. It gets your brain in the right frame of

mind when you need to switch quickly between roles.
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Write For One
It’s easy to get muddled when writing for a brand that has more than one

target audience. Let’s face it most brands who have done their homework do

even the ones that have niched down. 

To help with this, at the start of each piece, I like to have a quick reference for

the perfect target audience, what problem you are helping them solve or what

action you are going to want them to take.

 If you thought I was going to get through this download without mentioned

your customer avatar, you’d be wrong. This is THE magic bullet to doing

anything online well. 

So, say it with me, say it loud and say it clear so that I can feel the vibrations

through the force: 

Know thy audience. 

Knowing who you are talking to makes it easier to raft compelling copy so that

you can have your customer waving their credit card at the screen before they

have read your last sentence.
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Power Word Kapow!
Power words are the words that trigger an emotional or psychological

response in your reader. These are the words you use wisely. Sprinkle, don’t

stuff. In other words, they are persuasion gold.

When used at the right time, in just the right place you change your copy from

dull and boring to making it seem like mind-reading is one of your

superpowers too. 

I know this is the golden nugget that you are here for so let me keep my

writing brief and my links of high quality.

My handy power word bookmarks are:

Optin Monster - 700 power words that boost your conversions. 

Copyright Matters - 64 power words that add rocket fuel to your copywriting

Buffer - 189 Powerful Words That Convert: Write Copy That Gets Your

Customer’s Attention Every Time

Copyblogger -The 5 Most Persuasive Words in the English Language

| © Nadia Seaver. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Research Research Research
This may seem counterintuitive when all you want to do is get your writing on

the page and out into the world, but research is what saves you when you’ve

got nothing to give. 

You know those days when you go to reach for some fantastic idea, and there

is nothing there? It’s like your brain has gone on vacation, and no matter what

you do, from doing the shower boogie and working through your writing

exercises, nothing is helping you. 

This is when you need the power of the swipe file.

Ah, yes. If you don’t have one, you need to create one. 

Every time you come across excellent copy, take a screenshot and pop it into

your swipe file. 

Every time you see a sales page that makes you want to purchase something

you don’t need, a headline and that made you click even though you suspect

it’s clickbait, you save that baby into your swipe file.

Tip - I use Evernote for this as it syncs between my desktop and mobile.
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What'cha Reading?
Woah, things just got personal. 

My old English teacher used to say that if you want to be a great writer, you

should be a ferocious reader.

 Ah, there is wisdom in them their words.

Inspiration can come from anywhere. 

You never know when it’s going to hit, but I do know that the more I read, the

more I have great ideas for writing creatively.

Those angles that only you can link together because you are the only person

who just read that impressive paragraph while in the back of your mind you are

still trying to come up with a fresh angle to an old problem.

As writers, we are always mulling over ideas in the back of our minds. That’s

why many of us have journals stuffed in handbags, pockets and the glove

compartment. There is something about putting pen to paper and thinking as

you write. 

Your brain is never really turned off a problem until it’s solved. So if you’re

stuck then reach for something that’s out of your current genre.
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What'cha Reading?
I love using Medium for this because you can see this in action almost

instantly. How many writers on the platform talk about their earnings? Yet

people are compelled to click those well-crafted pairings of headlines and

taglines. 

As you scroll, you can see the style of writing changes drastically throughout

the platform. This is why Medium is my quick reference for reading outside of

my comfort zone. It’s like writers disruption for your brain, and there’s nothing

like a jolt to add some pep to your writing.
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Personality
Oh yes, folks, I left the best until last. 

The last secret I have for you when it comes to compelling copy is you. 

Your personality is unique, and character sells. Yes, you have to figure out a

way of working it into your brand, but trust me, you are your secret sauce. 

No one is going to write like you. No one can develop your brand like you. 

But Nadia what is personality? Well, it's you being a human. If you read a lot of

what I write or teach you are probably sick of hearing me go on and on about

being a decent human but it is the basis of everything. 

Being human means being relatable. It's writing with experience. 

For example:

Today we are going to chat about timelines for project management. 

But how about saying it like:

You know that feeling you get when you get when deadlines are looming and

there is no way in hell you are going to finish on time even if you sell your soul

to Grandfather Time?

| © Nadia Seaver. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Personality
You can see the difference here right? The second one you are more of a

person. ALright, you might seem like you are a little insane as you believe in

Grandfather Time, and well, also a little old. I wear my age with grace I'll have

you know. 

Also it was really hard not to jump in there with a Douglas Adams quote!

When you write try and remember how you speak because you want your

reader to relate to you becasue you're a person and not a bot writing copy for

the craic. (excpet oh the fear here is real becasue they are a coming folks!)

I just have one more word for you, and that’s…

Confidence. 

Personality and confidence together are a powerful thing. Are you smirking at

your writing? Are you laughing? Did you just form a snot bubble from snorting

so loud you woke the neighbour next door? 

Ew gross, but still if your snorting or laughing at your writing chances are that

someone else will too. Compelling copy has a personality. It’s unique, and it

flows.   It’s your inner voice and you just have to listen and let it out but

confidence, confidence comes with practice.

Confidence can be learned. 
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MELANIE MARTY:

It is very important that
you stay true to yourself.

MELANIE MARTY:



You Got This
Congratulations you are on your way to becoming a copywriting master!

Nothing is standing in your way of you writing the sales copy of your dreams. 

All that’s left is practice, practice and, oh yeah, more practice. It's time to get off

the sidelines and "Let's do this thing"!

Shove aside anything that gets in your way. This is YOUR time to shine. 

I’ve taken you as far as I can in this download. I hope these 8 tips will help you

when you have to work on your own content. Yes I said eight. One of those

sections had an extra something and if you skimmed you missed it. 

I do hope you’ll reach out and say hello and save me from any monologues of

doom.

In fact...
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Let's Stay in Touch

Don't let this be the end of our time together. In fact why not join me on my

latest adventure. You know it's going to be good. Just promise me that you

have control of your snot bubles now becasue, ew. 

Yes if you quickly scrolled through to the end of the download then you are

missing out on a whopping great time my friend and you are going to have to

start again from the beginning.

THE BEGINNING!

Finally, come say hello on: 

Instagram: instagram.com/asyetunwritten

Twitter: Twitter.com/asyetunwritten

Bye for now,

Nadia
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Join me on an adventure

@asyetunwritten

www.asyetunwritten.com


